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HOW IS SPEECH PRODUCED? WHEN IS A MOVEMENT CRITICAL?

SUMMARY

Poster presented at BMVA workshop on facial analysis and animation in Edinburgh on Wednesday 10 June 2009

Rôles in articulation [6]

Coarticulation effects

Electromagnetic articulography from MOCHA-TIMIT [16]

Symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD)

Articulatory probability density functions (pdfs)

Conclusions

Articulatory constraint identification algorithm (ACIDA)

Future perspectives

Critical: essential for a phone’s production

Dependent: follows critical articulator due to connection with it

Redundant: free to move, unconstrained by current phone

Coarticulation is a major challenge for visual speech [1,3,17]

Coarticulation affects the planning stage of speech production 
to simplify commands for sequence of speech gestures [2,11]

Coarticulation affects the articulation stage from stiffness, 
damping and inertia, and effort minimisation [4,9,10,13,14]

Present work uses statistical models to determine a 
representation of gestural commands for each phone [15]

Male (msak) and female (fsew) British English subjects

460 sentences with phone transcription (manual correction)

Calibrated EMA data smoothed and re-sampled at 100 Hz

UL - upper lip
LL - lower lip
LI - lower incisor

TT - tongue tip
TB - tongue blade
TD - tongue dorsum

V – velum
Nose & upper 
incisor used as ref.

Measures distance between two distributions in terms of 
average log-likelihood ratio [7]:

where                        and                       .

High KLD (9.1) for [b] marks 
ULy as critical for bilabial
correlated LLy becomes 
dependent for [b]

Low KLD (0.2) for [g] shows 
that Uly is redundant for velar

Initialise 
model

Compute 
KLD

Identify next 
critical 

articulator

Update any 
dependent 
articulators

Derive 
statistics

C-step:
- Identifies most divergent articulator
- Sets its pdf equal to the phone pdf

D-step:
- Gets stats for correlated articulators
- Conditions their pdfs on critical pdf

Pdf convergence as critical articulators identified

Presented framework for use of critical, dependent and 
redundant articulator roles in speech animation

Explored various linear transformations of EMA data:
 - both PCA and LDA improved fit at cost of interpretability
 - LD1 gave best fit to phone pdfs

Preliminary results presented using roles to modify targets

To extend the range of contexts in the planning stage

To investigate mode advanced motion synthesis methods in 
the articulation stage 
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WHICH REPRESENTATION IS BEST? WHAT ARE THE ANIMATION RESULTS?

2D midsagittal traces of 7 glued coils:

Speech is dynamic

Speech production forms part of an 
interactive dynamical system in the 
speech loop [8,12]

Feedback loops enable training, 
adaptation and control of speech

Measured vs. synthesised articulator motion

1D pdfs for phone [b] 

2D pdfs for phone [b] 

Some strong correlations exist across articulators

msak (male) fsew (female) 

Goodness of fit with linear transformations, PCA and LDA

Null case (expt.14) equivalent to EMA coordinates

Various PCA and LDA schemes considered

Evaluation scale based on full 14D KLD

Expt.1 combined all coordinates, and LD1 performed best

Most-often critical dimensions

Articulator targets determined using knowledge of the critical, 
dependent and redundant roles

Trajectories produced by simple blending

Performance of target planning with EMA, PCA and LDA
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